
Digital Windows   —   an un-orthodox experience of space M.S.  —  Arch.

There are many examples of building systems that react to people.
Often the emphasis is on ecological use and economical function.
Some buildings strive to change each experience with each engagement.
Building systems are commonly concealed; while, interactive architecture is by nature — obvious.

Digital Windows allows real people in the real world to interact with virtual objects in a virtual world.
To do this, it provides a direct relationship between real-space and digital-space.
Actions in the real world are affected by re-actions in the virtual world.

The Masters of Science in Architectural Studies is a non-traditional graduate degree.
Digital Windows is not presented with traditional architectural illustration.
There are no site plans, fl oor plans, sections, or elevation drawings.
Digital Windows is fundamentally an experience of space.

“Innovative place-making encourages people to explore and participate in their 
surroundings. The most engaging buildings are those that invite us to take part 
on many levels, that stimulate all of our senses as well as our intellect.“
John E. Czarnecki

Environmental Psychology suggests that arousal is directly tied to the complexity and 
duration of a task; and, Robert Venturi defi nes complexity as having richness of meaning.
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“We feel the strongest motivation 
when we are moderately aroused.”

Arousal is defined as physiological activity associated 
with events and actions.

Low arousal takes the form of bordom and frustrastion.
High arousal takes the form of interest and motivation.

Beyond a certain point, we experience more bordom 
with simple interaction, and more frustration with 
complex interactions.

Activities that have clear concepts and layers of 
discovery produce pleasent experiences.

Less arousal is needed to spike 
performance for complex tasks.

More sustained arousal is required to 
maximize performance for simple 
tasks.

Known as the Yerkes-Dodson Law. 
Taken from “Motivation”
by Robert J. Sternberg
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Real-time input between software applications proves to be very complex.
Previous experience with an interactive LightPipe project lead to the choice of Isadora for getting the real into the virtual.
The LightPipe project involved a pipe fi lled with light, whose colors are controlled via a computer software application.
It became a way for people to interact with architectural lighting.
Isadora’s intuitive interface allows many virtual processes to be ‘wired‘ together, much like computer programming without the lines of code.
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cause + effect   —   reality + virtuality f  shane  sumsion

1 - avatar requests new position
2 - new position processed for degree of intersection
     2a - if partial intersection, then ‘stop’ avatar
     2b - if complete intersection, then ‘bump’ 3D object
3 - update processed positions for avatars and objects
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First Responder Pre-visualize an environment for training.

Discovery Exhibit Express capacity of digital things to infl uence the real-world.

Architectural Visualization Integrate with immersive systems, and portable visualization.

Alternative Applications

Computer A

Computer B


